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A review ofthe methods of calculation of riindom outage distribution has heen presented. An accurate method 
of clilculi~r~on of the univ~nal  char;lcrcri>ric curves of relative* power reserve and unitary forced outage* 
remvu i s  prcscntcd. The Input dat;~ and :he rcsultb of c;llcul;~tions of the curves are enclosed. An original 
procedure for the calculation of forced outage reserve in a power system is described. A critical evaluation of 
an existing graphical technique of approximate calculation of universal characteristic curves of power reserves 
is presented. 
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1. Introduction 

For reasons of brevity, it is not possible to present in this paper an exhaustive literature 
review or a more compehensive bibliography. Instead only a review of the known 
methods of calculation of probability distribution and probability distribution function of 
random outages in power systems is ~resented. Knowledge of outage distribution allows 
one to determine the power reserve for outages. 

In section 1.2 an existing method for calculation of the random outage power reserves 
connected with the individual generating units is presented. This forms a basis for the 
determination of the reserve for the whole power system. This technique may be treated 
as a starting point for the elaboration of the new method which is presented in sections 2 
and 3. 

1.1 Review of the methods of ca[culation of random outage distribution 

In applying the most frequently used methods, the real system (series, and parallel-series 
combinations) of boilers, turbines and generators, as well as hydrounits are represented 

*First Presented at the ppatinum jubilee conference on Systems and Signal Processing held'at the Indian 
Institute of Science, Bangalore, India, during December 11-13, 1986. 
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in the  form of a system of the n generating units, of capacities equal to the nominal 
capacities IM, of individual generators, with equivalent forced outage rates q,, and 
equivalent availabiiity rates p, = 1 - q,, for j = 1.2, . . . , n. 

~ c t  y , ( j  = 1.2, . . .,I?) represent the outage capacity of thc jth generating unit.  hi^ 
capacity, y,, may take the values O and MI with probabilities p, and q,, respectively. ~h~ 
variable of Y, may be treated as a random variable which is determined in the following 
way: 

P(Yj = 0) = p,; (1.1) 

P(Y, = M,) = qj 

Several methods exist for the calculation of forced outage distribution; the most 
representative ones are discussed here. 

1.1.1. The accurate method 

The probabilities of occurrence of all possible states of generating units corresponding to 
the specified capacities of random (forced) outages are obtained by the products of the 
following binominals: 

These probabilities determine explicitly the distribution and distribution function of 
forced outages. Calculations for real power systems, with a large number of generating 
units, by the accurate method are time consuming since they involve 2" combinations. 

1.1.2. Methods using the Poisson's or Bernoulli's distribution 

The real system of n generating units is represented by an equivalent system of then, 
identical generating units each of capacity, M ,  and forced outage ratc, q,. Next the 
distribution of forced outages is calculated from the Poisson's o r  Bcmoulli's expressions. 

1.1.3. Method of a power system division on groups of generating units 

A higher calcualtion accuracy may be obtained by the division of generating units into 
several groups, each group having units of equal capacity and forced outage rate. Each 
group is repres-nted by the equivalent system of identical generating units, and for each 
such sub-systcm the distribution of forced outages is calculated from the Bernoulli's 
equation. With the convolution of distributions of random outages of consecutive 
groups, the distribution of total random outages in a power system is obtained. 

1.1.4. Methods of crtilising the higher orderparanzeters of the distribution offorced ourages 

a) Method of calcularion of distribution parumeters 
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definition, when the probability distribution is known. It may be shown that any order 
parameters of forced outage distribution can be calculated without knowing this 
distribution, but only distributions (equati(X1 1.1) of forced outage of generating units. 
The cu~ulant method' was used'.' for a~lculation of the parmeters of forced outage 
distribution in a power system 

Amore general approach has been presentcdJ~s for the determination of the generating 
unit and its forced outage distribution (the additional states of partial failure have been 
distmguished). 

bJ Methods utilising asynrptotic e x p ~ n s i o m  derived from the normal distribution (Type A 
Gram.Charier's series, n td  E d g r ~ w t h  srries) 

Kozik presented the method of  calculation of probability density and distribution 
functions of forced outagcs using asymptotic expansions derived from the normal 
dlstribution4. It has been shown that thc expansion of orthogonal polynomials (Type A 
Gram-Charier's series) is less accurate than the Edgeworth series. The results of 
calculations show the high accuracy of approximation of distribution and distribution 
function by the Edgeworth series'. 

The probability density function f(s) and probability distribution function F(s) of 
standardized forced outages 

Y - a ,  s = -  
G2 

may be approximated by the Edgeworth series 
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where l k  is the kth ordcr cumulant\ oi forced outage distribution. and NL(5), tile 
Herinlte's polynomial. 

Deta~led expres5ions for parameters calculation (ac. PA .  :'la) of forced outage 
diarihution for !, = 1.2 .... 7 as well a\ of the terms N,, (s)  and Lh(.\) fork  = 1.2 ...., 5 are 
presented e~sewhere".~. The results of calculations show that the accuracy of the method 
depend\ on the numher of cumulants (2  to 7) taken into account. 

The results of the more recent works of other authors concerned with the use of 
cumulanc method and asymptotic cxpansions derived from the normal distribution. were 
prrsentcd in the IEEE PES Summer Meetings in 1979~-', l%i09, Ic)tlllu. 19~2".~' .  
198413-'4, as well as in the IEEE PES Winter Meeting in 1 0 ~ 3 ' ~ . ' " .  

1.2 The Russiut~ method of cu/ririct[iot~ of forced outage reserve 

The approximate method of determination of forced outage reserve based on universal 
characteristic curves of unitary power reserve was prehented by Lialik and ~rvancev". 
The term unitary power reserve means the relative value of forced outage to be provided 
for each individual generating unit. In this case, the amount of forced outage reserve R 
in a power system is the sum of the unitary reserves: 

where k is the number of groups of identical generating units, 
ni, the number of generating units in the jth group, 
M j ,  the generating unit capacity in the jth group, 
r / ,  the unitary relative forccd outage reserve of the jth generating unit. 

The unitary power reserve 1s determined from a fictitious power system which consists 
of n identical generating units. In this case, equation (1.9) will take the form: 

where P, is the total capaclty of all generating unm 
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The "nitary power reserve may be expressed in terms of the generating unit capacity 
,, the total power system capacity: 

goth the forced outage reserve and the unitary reserve depend upon the following 
factors: number of generating units ( ? I ) ,  generating unit capacity (M), forced outage rate 
(q),  load (P, ) ,  cumulative distribution function (Z(x3 ' ) )  of relative (x"  = xlP,) 
power demand x, unitary cost of annual reserve ( k ~ ) .  unitary cost of unsupplied energy 
( k i d  

The concept of relative generating unit capacity is now introduced. This quantity is 
expressed as 

It is now possible to express the unitary power reserve in terms of r r ,  instead of using the 
capacity of individual generating unit; at the same time the total power system capacity is 
assumed to be equal to the peak load (P, = P,). In that way the characteristic curves of 
demand become independent of the total power system capacity and of the number of 
generating units. as these values are related to each other by the equation: 

The criterion to justify the installation of the next stand-by generating unit is expressed 
as: 

where t$(h), t$(h + 1) are relative loss of load-time duration after installation of hth and 
(h +l)th generating unit, respectively, and T is the planning period (8760 h). 

Expression kRl(TkAA) determines the time duration of the relative loss of load which 
is economically justified, and which in Russian conditions fluctuates in a range from 
0'001 to O.Oll'; usually the value of 0.001 is postulated. Such a value has been assumed as 
critical = 0.001. 



~h~ of the CDF of the load thal has a decisive influence on the value of unilar,, 
forced outage reserve corresponds to the load range from 85 to 100'X> of the peak loaj 
~h~ CDF Z(x*) in that range may be considered a constant ". Finally the unitary power 
reserve is a function of relative generating unit capacity and forced outage rate: 

The characteristic curves r' = f (u )  with q = const. have been presented" for q in a 
range from 0405 to 0.15. 

2. Accurate method of calculation of universal characteristic curves of relative forced 
outage reserve and unitary forced outagc reserve 

2.1. Calcularion of ~trziversal characteristic curves of rulutive forced outage reserve 

Determined from condition (1.15) the forced outagc reserve IS bu'tdened with an error 

inaccurate determination of forced outage reserve causes an error in the calcualtion of 
the relative forced outage rcscrve (in section 1.2 named as the unitary relative forced 
outage reserve) 

It may be shown, however, that the characteristic curves of relative forced outage resene 
may be obtained with any required accuracy. 

Let II~ dasume that the power system consists of N ide_ntiic generating units of 
capdcitles M and forced outage rate q.  The inverse CDFZ(x) = 1 - Z(x) of power 
demandr. and the discrete<islribution,r(p,,) of availaMe capacity p,, are shown in fig. I U ,  
whereas the inverse CDF Z(r ' )  of relat~ve power demand x* = xiP, and the discrete 
distribution f(p,;) of relative available capacity p,; = p,,!P, are demonstrated in fig. Ih. 

Between the installed capacity P, = NM, peak load P,,, forced outage I-cserve R, the 
number of  generating units N, and the capacity of generating unit M, there exlsts the 
iollowing relation: 

and in p. u. values 

From equation (2.4) results the dependence of relative forced outage reserve r ,  = RIP, 
on the relatiye generating unit capacity u = M!P, and the numhcr of zencrating units N 

r,, = Nu - 1 . (2.5) 
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(a) (W 
FIG. I Inverse CDF of power demand and discrete distrihution 01 available capacity. 

The relative loss of load-time duration !,7 may be determined from discrete distribution of 
relative available capacity ~ ' ( J J , ] , , )  :id inverse CDF of relative power demand Z(x*)  on 
the basis of the equation 

where Pix* = pa,,) is the probability of occurrence of relative load x* = xlP, equal to 
relative available capacity p:i",i = p,,,,lP,. 

In the case under consideration the probability distribution of outage is a binomial 
distribution. and hence the discrete distribution of relative available capacity is obtained 
frorn 

where 

Bringing formula (2.7) into expression (2.6) the final equation is given as 
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Calculating the relative loss of load-time duration for ascending values of forced 
outage reserve (starting from zero) the functional characteristic t; = f(r,) of relative loss 
of load-time duration vs relative forced outage reserve may be obtained. For the critical 
value of loss of load-time duration t$, k,, the value of relative forced outage reserve 
required may be read directly from this curve. 

In computer calculations it is convenient to use iterative technique which allows one 
to determine automatically the value of relative forced outage reserve when the critical 
value of loss of load-time duration is given. In the first iteration it must be assumed that 
r, = r,, , = 0; and in the second one that r ,  = r , , ,  = q; in the later iterations the values 
of r ,  = are calculated from the equation 

In each iteration the following inequality is checked 

Calculations are finished when condition (2.11) is met. 

After the relative forced outage reserve has been calculated, the relative generating 
unit capacity is determined from the expression resulting from (2.5) 

The family of universal characteristics of relative forced outage reserve may be obtained 
by performing calculations for adequately selected values of N (considering expression 
2.12), with N value ranging from No to m for different forced outage rates. Number No is 
evaluated from the following relation 

The following assumptions have been made in the calculations: 
- representative5 relative power demand CDF of national power system for December 

standard working days (Table I), 
-critical value of loss of load-time duration &, = 0.001, 
- calculational accuracy E = lo-$. 

The results of calculation of one universal characteristic curve of relative forced outage 
reserve for generating unit forced outage rate q = 0.05 are shown in Table 11. 
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No 1' z (x " )  No.  x" z(x*)  

The universal characteristic curves of relative forced outage reserve obtained from the 
present method are equivalent to the characteteristic curves of unitary power reserve1', 
because of the relation (1.14): 

where n is the number of generating units resulting from the expression P, = nM = P, 
assumed by Lialik and Urvancev17. From equation (2.14) a non-integer number is 
usually obtained; however, it does not matter. The characteristic curves differ in 
calculation accuracy; with the constant number of genzrating units n (without stand-by 
ones) the increment of forced outage reserve is equal to the generating unit capacity". 
with the result that with the critical condition (1.15) an error Ar, G u is related. In the 

Table I1 
Characteristic curves r, = f(u) and r =flu) for q = 0.05 

N il r,, r 
-- 
I WO 0.001 1 0.0590 0.0557 
500 11.0021 0.0646 0.0606 
2W 04054 0-0785 0.0728 
16 O.iK175 0.0864 11.0796 
I05 0-0104 0.0958 04875 
80 0.0138 0. 1ViO 0.0967 
50 0-0227 0.1335 0,1178 
7C 0-0479 0.1966 0-1613 
17 04743 0.2637 0.2087 
13 0.1010 0.3126 0 2381 



proposed method with constant number of  gcnelating units N (together with stand.by 
ones) the increment of forced oulage reserve is obthined hy the reduction of peak load, 
The peak load variations may he ac low as required and hence the relative farced outage 
reserve defined by the expression (2. i 1) may he determined with any accuracy 6 that is 
chosen. 

2.2 CiiEclllntion ofunlversui churactc.ristic curves of unitary relative forced outage reserve 

The capacity of each of N identical generating units may be divided into two 
components: 
-capacity M, taking part in covering the peak load 
-capacity MR utilised as a forced outage reserve. 

The unitary relative forccd outage reserve r represents a part of forced outage reserve 
which falls on one generating unit with relation to its capacity: 

RIN r, r = -  =-  
M N u  

Taking into consideration expression (2.5) in equation (2.16) the final relation hetween 
unilary relative forccd outage reserve and the relative forced outage reserve is obtained 
as 

r ,  
I = - .  (2.17) 

6, + 1 

The relative generating unit contribution w in covel-ing the peak load, part of it falling On 

one generating unit with relation to its capacity is given by: 

The above componenls of generating unit capacity are determined from expressions. 

The universal characteristic curves of urlitary relative forced outage reserve may be 
obtained by the following analogue  technique^, similar to those'used when cdlculat'ng 
the universal characteristic curve5 of relalive forced outage reserve r,,, with the only 
difference that after calculating r,, on. has to calculate r from formula (2.17). 
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~h~ ~niversal characteristic curves of unitary relative forced outage reserve are 
presented in fig. 2, whereas the results of one cfiaracteristic curve calculations are shown 
ih Table 11. 

3. Calculation of forced ootage reserve in s power system 

 he forced outage reserve related to the capacity of n generating units equal to the peak 
load is assumed by Eialik and ~ rvancev"  as the unitary forced outage reserve. In a final 
phase of-calculations in a power system one must consider that not only n generating 
units but also h stand-by units exist. From the definition of unitary reserve it follows that: 

a) reserve Rdetermined from formula (1.9) should be obtained with the condition that: 

b) reserve R is a result of participation in a power system of additional generating units. 
Components of power reserve (consecutive groups of generating units) r;nfM, have to 
consist of generating units-of capacity M, and their number has to be equal to r;nj for 
j = I,?,. .. ,k. Expression r,h, is usually a non-integer number. It brings in difficulties that 
are impossible to overcome. From equation (1.9) a forced outage reserve is obtained 
which can not be realised, because of the non-integer number of stand-by generating 
units and the discrete values of installed capacities of some generating units. 
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TO avoid these difficulties, in section 2.2. different definitions of unitary relative 
forced outage reserve have been introduced. The un~tary relative forced outage 
is defined as the forced outage reserve related to N generating unit capacity equal to 
NM = P, + R. In the number N the sland-by units are also included. 

The input data for calculations arc: 

a) forecast peak load of a power system P,, 
b) capacities M I ,  forced outage rates q, and number n, of identical generating units 
for k groups of units. 

The following procedure for forced outage reserve calculation is proposed: 

a) for each generating unit of jth group, calculation of its relative capacity: 

b) determination from the unitary characteristic curves (for uj and forced outage rate q,) 
of unitary forced outage reserve rj and next calculation of forced outage reserve for the 
jth group: 

R, = r,nJMj ; (3.3) 

c) calculation of contribution of jth generating unit group in the covering of the peak 
load: 

d) summation of forced outage reserves for consecutive generating unit groups: 

e) calculation of total contribution in a covering of peak load: 

f) comparison of the contribution p,, with the peak load P,. Three cases may Occur: 

1) Pu = P, a forced outage reserve calculated from equation (33, is considered as the 
forced outage reserve in demand. 

2) PC, < P,, the system of k generating unit groups under consideration does not ensure 
the covering of the peak load; the additional generating units should be installed (units 
sdmluled in a power system development plan) and the calculations supplemented with 
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the procedure described in the points from a to f. If, after the introduction of a 
subsequent generating unit, the expression P,, > P, is satisfied the calculations are 
stopped. 
3) p, > p,, the system of k generating unit groups covers the peak load in s u ~ ~ l u s ;  some 
,,nits should be withdrawn from calculations starting from the last one envisaged in a 
power system extension schedule. If, after the elimination of l th generating unit, the 
condition P. < Ps is satisfied, the calculations are stopped. The forced outage reserve in 
demand is the reserve obtained after the elimination of (1-1) units. 

In the calculations performed in points 2 and 3 usually some power surplus equal to 
pU-pr is obtained. This difference may be used when the final structure of generating 
units is decided. 

4. Conclusions 

1. The proposed accurate method of calculation of universal characteristic curves of 
relative forced outage reserve and unitary relative forced outage reserve is simple as 
compared to other techniques. 

2. Universal characteristic curves of unitary relative forced outage reserve make it 
possible to calculate the participation of generating unit in covering the peak load. This 
participation is an additional factor (apart from the forced outage rate and normal 
maintenance duration) characterizing the usefulness of a generating unit. 

3. The proposed method of forced outage reserve calculations makes it possible to 
calculate without difficulty the maintenance envelope based on the procedure described 
by Kozik et a/''. 

4. The method of forced outage reserve calculation, being an approximate technique, is 
very sensitive to the change of generating unit parameters which may be utilized in 
maintenance scheduling optimization. 
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